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Ways of hand laundering

BEST
TIPS
PRACTICE

Remove from the clothes-
line once items are dry.
Exposure to the sun may
cause fading of colours
and deterioration of fibres.

Fold / hang and
iron if necessary.
store in a clean 
and dry place.3AFTER

LAUNDERING

Remove and squeeze out excess
water and shake out to remove
most wrinkles and more water.

Remove from wash water
when clean, squeeze out
as much water as possible.

Remove from first rinse,
squeeze out as much
water as possible.

Turn inside out and hang on clean
clothesline in a draught and peg on
seams and not on edges.

Put garments like sweaters on
a flat surface on an absorbing
towel and shape in form.

Put in the rinse water
allowing items to move
freely in the bath.

Put in final rinse bath
moving the laundry
freely in water.

Pre-treat soiled areas by applying
detergent or soap directly on the 
wet item and wash with squeezing
rather than rubbing.

Pre-soak the washing
for 30 minutes to 1 hour
in warm water.2LAUNDERING

Prepare basin with warm water to
submerge laundry, and add
detergent liquid in water.

Before laundering an item for the
first time, test the detergent on
the inside of a hem to be sure that
the detergent won’t fade the colour.

Sort items by
light / dark colours,
slight / heavy soiled.

1BEFORE
LAUNDERING

    Use detergent depending
on amount of your laundry.

Too much use is wasteful,
damaging to the environment
and tough to rinse out!


